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A Forestry Adventure on the Nottawasaga River
One chilly gray morning last fall, I set out with and Rick
Grillmayer, Forestry Program Coordinator for the Nottawasaga
Valley Conservation Authority for a paddle up the Nottawasaga
River. Our destination was roughly two kilometres upstream, on
an NVCA property where our aim was to survey the forest and
collect some information about its structure and function. It didn’t
take long to get warm paddling upstream. After we parked the
canoe we started sloshing across the moist soil to set up
transects. We’d mark the first stop along our transect with a stake
(each transect consisted of six stops, spaced equally apart, along
a straight line shooting from the river into the wet forest), then
systematically circle around each stake and count all the tree
seedlings we could see within a 1 meter radius. My untrained eye
saw teeny tiny woody stems sticking out of the ground, to which Rick the expert would point and proclaim:
“Hackberry! Silver maple! Green ash!” with barely a second glance. It pays to work with a pro!
Along one of our transects we were stopped by waist high waters, the result of a rainy fall season. We
decided that since we didn’t have our snorkels we wouldn’t attempt to quantify what was growing at that
particular stop. We saw poison ivy growing to epic heights, crawling up along the trees of the levee. We
sidestepped fields of desiccating Stinging Nettle and came out relatively unscathed aside from ending up
covered head to toe in the seeds of Nodding Beggarticks. These seeds are bur-like with tiny pointed horns
that simply cling to anything soft (note to self: no fleece in Minesing in the fall!) and are still showing up on
my clothes and in my dryer’s lint trap months later! We climbed back into our canoe, satisfied with the data
we had collected despite the occupational hazards. This information will inform future monitoring work and
help determine how natural succession is working in Minesing’s vast stretches of forests, especially after
disturbances like ice storms or harvesting.
Please continue reading on page 3

Keeping you informed
Friends of Minesing Wetlands are looking forward to the opening of the Mad River canoe route through
the Minesing Wetlands this spring. In collaboration with the Nature Conservancy of Canada, FOMW will be
supporting a volunteer cleanup day to clean the river route of woody debris in preparation for the inaugural
opening. For more information about the cleanup day or the grand opening, follow us on facebook, twitter,
or minesingwetlands.ca.
February 2nd is World Wetlands Day. Visit www.ramsar.org to learn about initiatives around the world
around this year’s themes, “Wetlands and Agriculture.”
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A Wetland for All Seasons
Snowshoe the Minesing

Paddle the Minesing

Attention winter activity enthusiasts! On February 1
the Friends of Minesing Wetlands, in collaboration
with the Nottawasaga Valley Conservation Authority,
will be leading a snowshoe trek
into the Minesing Wetlands.

This is a shout out to all paddle enthusiasts and
adventure seekers! The Friends of Minesing Wetlands
will once again be leading our annual spring paddle
into the Minesing Wetlands for
2014 (date to be announced).

The trek will take us to one of
Ontario's oldest and largest Great
Blue
Heron
nesting
sites
(heronry). Along the way expect to
be dazzled by the landscape and
possibly encounter some hardy
wildlife that endure Canada's
winter.
On
past
snowshoe
adventures we have encountered
Snowy Owls and Bald Eagles!
NVCA Ecologist Dave Featherstone will provide
ecological interpretation of the Minesing Wetlands.

This paddle adventure is usually
in April or early May when the
floodwaters are at their peak. We
start the day at the Willow Creek
canoe launch on George Johnson
Road (County Rd 28) and paddle
down the Willow Creek until we
are released into the open flooded
plains of the Minesing Wetlands.
We will track through a variety of
wetland habitat types including open marsh, swamp
forest and thicket communities

The adventure will require approximately 3 hours of
snowshoeing, which includes periodic breaks. Bring
your own snacks, water and warm drinks, and dress
appropriately for winter weather!

Flocks of waterfowl can blanket the horizon, Tree
Swallows cruise across the water, and special birds
like Sandhill Cranes and hawks are common sights.
We are sure to see Muskrats playing about in the
open marsh areas. Ecological interpretation of the
Minesing Wetlands will be provided as well as safety
assurance with certified paddlers leading the group.

Departure time on February 1 is 10 am. Please email
us at minesingwetlands@gmail.com to register. Fees
are $10 for members $15 for non-members.

Follow FOMW on facebook or twitter, or visit www.minesingwetlands.ca for more information on FOMW events.

FOMW Annual General Meeting and Funspiel
On November 2nd, Friends of Minesing Wetlands (FOMW) welcomed supporters
to the Stroud Curling Club to “curl for the wetland” while enjoying some great
company and very fine food. Between games, information about FOMW and the
Wetlands was shared by Co-Chair Tina Desroches and NVCA Liaison Byron
Wesson. There was also a special opportunity to listen and learn about some
valuable research conducted on the Minesing Wetlands regarding the change in
forest cover that has occurred over the last 60 years. Presenting this important
information were the researchers themselves, NVCA Ecologist Dave
Featherstone and NVCA Watershed Monitoring Technician Sean Rootham.
Participants finished their games before heading upstairs to warm up in the lounge and
wait for the scores. The number one team was GIS Rocks, and in second place was the
Sheet Disturbers. Everyone walked away with a prize by way of a draw, all of which were
donated to this worthy cause. Prizes included four tickets for a Barrie Colts Game, two
pairs of passes to visit the Wye Marsh, a $25 gift card for Pioneer Gas, a Soapology Gift
basket, Tiffin Maple Syrup, two $50 Eagle Adventures vouchers, steak dinner for two (with
wine), and several others including NVCA and FOMW swag.
This annual event again proved successful, with almost $500 raised. Funds are directed
towards enhancing education and ecological management of the Minesing Wetlands. We
look forward to having the community join us again next year for a truly meaningful
experience.
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A Forestry Adventure (Cont’d)
On the way back Rick treated me to a paddle through the
famous flooded Silver Maple swamps of Minesing, which I
was seeing for the first time. These are the areas in which the
river simply blurs into the forest during high water and you
can paddle right through the trees! It was absolutely
gorgeous and very neat to peer down through several feet of
water at the recently fallen leaves lying on the flooded “forest
floor”. We even found a raccoon sleeping curled up in a tree
in the middle of it all and we wondered about his escape plan.
The paddle downstream home was a reward for our hard
work heading upstream earlier that day. I slept well that night,
satisfied with the good work we’d done, and all the amazing
things I’d seen. Just another typical day in Minesing!
Kristyn Ferguson,
Program Manager, Georgian Bay – Huronia
Nature Conservancy of Canada

FOMW Executive 2014

From left: Sean Rootham, Vice-Chair; David Hamilton,
Director-at-Large; Naomi Saunders, Chair; David Walsh,
Director-at-Large; Byron Wesson, Treasurer; Richard
Bowering, Director-at-Large; Kristyn Ferguson, Secretary;
Dave Featherstone, Director-at-Large.

Forest Change in the Minesing Wetlands
The Minesing Wetlands have undergone a dramatic shift in wetland vegetation
over the last 60 years. A recent report from the Nottawasaga Valley
Conservation Authority and Friends of Minesing Wetlands has shown a
significant decline in deciduous floodplain forests. Nearly two-thirds of this
forest type has died off between 1953 and 2013, and been replaced by open
marsh habitat.
The cause of this forest loss has been attributed to a variety of factors
associated with changes to wetland hydrology. These include:






Land-use changes (historical clearing and drainage) - logging, agriculture,
paved surfaces have increased the amount of water run-off and sediments
Hurricane Hazel - extreme weather event brought an influx of water and sediment into the Minesing Wetlands
that changed stream patterns and drowned large areas of deciduous forest
Dutch Elm Disease - all mature Elm trees succumbed to this disease, which lowered evapotranspiration rates
in the wetland (water uptake by the trees)
Climate change - long term impacts form climate change relate to changing precipitation patterns
Crevasse Splays - breaks in levee formation result in the inundation of deciduous floodplain forests

The accumulation of changes to hydrology in the Minesing Wetlands caused the loss of more than 1,800
hectares of deciduous floodplain forest between 1953 and 2013. Conversely coniferous forest (boreal) did not
experience any decline.
The ecological implication of this forest loss and vegetation regime shift is varied and not fully realized as
floodplain forests continue to recede. Threats of Emerald Ash Borer attacking remaining Ash stands will further
reduce deciduous forest cover. Open marsh birds such as the Black Tern and Least Bittern may be benefitting
from the newly emerged marsh habitat, yet forest interior birds such as the Cerulean Warbler are threatened by
this decline in forest cover.
Recommendations for forest rehabilitation are outlined in the report “60 Years of Forest Change in the Minesing
Wetlands,” and several potential reforestation sites have been identified. NVCA and partners such as FOMW will
pursue opportunities from unique initiatives such as habitat offsetting. FOMW believes this is valuable
information on the ecology of the Minesing Wetlands; please refer to the group’s webpage to view the report.
Submitted by Sean Rootham, Vice-Chair, FOMW
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Two Men, Two Kayaks and a Minesing Story
A tale to inspire on a cold winter’s evening...

On a weather-perfect day—September 24, 2013—we, David Walsh of the Barrie Canoe Club and
Richard Bowering of Eagle Adventures launched our Old Town Dirago, 14-foot kayaks at the Willow
Creek entrance to the Minesing Wetlands. Our seal launches picture perfect, off we went on what was to
prove to be a great paddle.
With our mandate from the Friends of Minesing Wetlands to assess the suitability of the route for a
planned guided trip for the public, of we went. The paddles silently penetrated the surface of the water,
increased in volume by recent rains that also pushed the water forward at a 2 to 3 km/hr pace. Being
able to paddle side by side for the first stretch allowed us to get our strategy in place. Richard suggested
David go first when the creek narrowed so he could be a back-up in case of problems. Leading through
difficult and fast flowing water does not easily allow the option of turning and paddling back to assist. It
also allows optimum positioning for dislodging boats pinned to the edge or stuck in the flats. We also
reviewed our forward brace technique and the best strategy for negotiating the tight slalom turns we
anticipated finding farther in.
There was little wildlife in the first section and we were focused on what lay ahead. As we entered the
funnel, the banks shrank closer and closer to our kayaks and fully-extended paddling strokes became
more difficult. Water velocity increased and turns became tighter and tighter. The willows, swamp grass,
scrub maples and cranberry bushes grabbed at us, obscured turns and tried to tip us like a scene out of
Lord of the Rings. Battling back with well-placed paddle jabs, we passed over debris and through areas
almost totally enveloped by bushes reaching out to embrace each other on the sides of the bank. Our 14
-foot length barely negotiated some turns and we thanked ourselves for choosing shorter craft.
We then reached the flats, with more water depth than had been seen in more than a month but offering
new challenges with an undefined route and murky water obscuring what was underneath. David
immediately got stuck, but with strategic use of the Minesing Shuffle (a back-and-forth movement of the
body) he broke free from the muck monsters and we carried on reminding ourselves to stay on the
outside of corners where the current was faster and there was less probability of particulate drop out.
Overall, the water depth was good and encounters with the creek bottom few. Wildlife picked up but
much of it was audio as the marsh grass was so high one could not see far.
Now the endless oxbows started but with such good weather they did not seem as onerous as usual. At
any rate the “hungries” started and it was good to drift along munching on what we had brought and
refilling the water tank. David’s alert ears started picking up several bird songs and he pointed a
Northern Harrior in flight. Mixed in the volume of activity was the unmistakable squawk of the Sand Hill
Crane. We were in luck as they sounded like hundreds even though we only spotted the occasional
single bird.
Suddenly they were silent, and David remarked that they must have left, but how? Then like the
resurrection they lifted up from the grass in ever increasing numbers until David estimated there were
more than 100. They gracefully ascended in formation, circling over our heads in ever-increasing
elevation until winging south. Turkey Vultures hovered overhead winging on the air currents looking for
carrion and we saw one Sand Hill Crane attempt to join the others but failing to gain elevation,
eventually crashed in the trees. A future meal for the vultures...
After this awesome show we paddled towards the canopy area, challenging ourselves to find the way.
Although David had done this trip many times Richard quickly picked up on the fact that he was going off
course in one of the many channels. David remarked how easy it is for someone to make the wrong turn
and become lost in the wetlands without an experienced guide. With Richard’s experience we were into
the ancient Silver Maple stand. It was as beautiful as we had ever seen it. With the water level creating
Please continue reading on page 5
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Continued from page 4

options to paddle through, one had to pay attention to find the levee and the exquisitely beautiful
channel run to the Nottawasaga. One had only to park the paddle and drift, admiring foliage along the
banks including the brilliantly red Cardinal Plant. It is always humbling to be in such a profusion of plant
life and being unable to name many. This area of the trip, home to a multitude of Fiddleheads in the
spring, is also mosquito haven. On this day there were no bugs other than minute, pesky spiders that
came from nowhere to hang from your hat.
Passing the picnic area with its broken down take-out steps we turned left and paddled up the
Nottawasaga. The normal jams had cleared so we were able to paddle up until choked off by a jam of
such dimension that it was diverting the river over the east bank through a dense stand of trees. This
was the end of paddling up but left us with a resolve to return and to find a routing around this jam when
time was on our side.
The last leg to Edenvale was filled with options to paddle into the trees looking for Snapping Turtles and
water snakes but we had commitments to make and needed to keep going. Just as we got to the
farmers’ fields we were hailed from the shore by two people who told us a heart-wrenching story of a
relative lost for 2.5 days in the wetlands. We were helpless other than to offer advice on how to elevate
awareness in the area. At point of writing we have heard nothing more and it seems a code of silence is
in place so who knows what sinister story lurks in the Wetlands and what ghost will appear in the mist
on some future morning or evening paddle.
Submitted by
Richard Bowering and David Walsh ,
FOMW Directors

Events Around Ontario
Taking its name from the migration corridor along the Bruce Peninsula, The Huron
Fringe Birding Festival is one of North America’s premier birding festivals. The event
is held each spring over the two weekends following the Victoria Day weekend at
MacGregor Point Provincial Park near Port Elgin on Lake Huron. The festival offers
birders, naturalists and photographers unique opportunities to discover nature in the
early spring. Registration opens February 1st. For more information, visit
friendsofmacgregor.org and choose the festival menu.

Are you interested in becoming a “Friend of Minesing Wetlands?” Do you frequently visit the Minesing
Wetlands, or would someone you know appreciate the gift of a membership and annual pass? Funds
raised are directed to the Conservation Lands Reserve. Members receive an annual pass for all
Nottawasaga Valley Conservation Authority lands, and receive “Minesing Reeds” (by post or by email).
Memberships are valid for the current calendar year.
Please check the appropriate box for your pass and membership category:
$20 for an individual
$50 for a family
$200 for a Club
$400 for a corporation
Please return this form, with a cheque payable to NVCA c/o Friends of Minesing Wetlands,
to the N.V.C.A., 8195 Line 8, Utopia, ON, L0M 1T0.
Name ______________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address/Phone/email __________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Vehicle License Plate # _____________________________________

______________________________________________

